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Abstract: Until now, locating peaks in Auditory Evoked
Potentials (AEPs) is a task performed by experienced
scorers who examine these signals visually. To automate
this task. several neural network based feature extractors
were developed and investigated. The one performing
best consists of Kohonen networks and extensions thereof.
To compare the performance of such a system with

opinions

of human experts, data measured
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anesthetized humans recorded during operations were
used. It was found that the neural network based system

provides a useful means for automatically identifying
peak V and Na in AEPs. For middle latency peaks Pa and
Nb improvement of the system is necessary if it is to be
used'stand-alone' during surgical operations.
INTRODUCTION

An Auditory Evoked Potential (AEP) is the electrical
response of the central nervous system to an auditory
stimulus measured at the scalp. It can be extracted from the
electroencephalogram (EEG) by applying a large number of
auditory stimuli and averaging epochs of the EEG that are
time-locked to the stimuli. In an AEP, a sequence of
positive and negative peaks that follow each other at
specific times after the stimulus can be recognized.
Evidence exists that information on anesthetic depth is
reflected in the latency and amplitude of these peaks ll,2).
Therefore, it is to be expected that AEPs can be used to
serve in a monitor for anesthetic depth if the relevant

in these potentials be identified automatically and
of recorded AEPs together with an
indication of characteristic peaks are presented in Figure l.
Until now, examination (assessment of the latency and
amplitudes of characteristic peaks) of AEP curves is a task
that is performed by off-line visual analysis by human
experts. A human interpreter identifies these peaks mainly
by using his or her experience and gestalt pattern

features

on-line. Examples

recognition techniques on the morphology of the signal, not
by using explicit rules.
Many methods for automating peak identification tasks
in AEPs have been investigated (an overview can be found
in t3l). These systems often are not very good in identifying
peaks in AEPs whose morphology is different from
'normal' AEPs or in AEP recordings with poor signal-tonoise ratio. Since connectionist techniques have shown to

be useful in various pattern recognition and/or feature
extraction tasks and especially tasks in which no explicit
knowledge is available, research was done to investigate the
potential usefulness of these techniques here. In earlier
studies feature extractors based on series of multi-layer
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examples of AEPs recorded during cardiac

surgery.
perceptrons trained with backpropagation, ART2 networks,

and feature extractors based on Kohonen networks were

tested

on data sets containing

patterns

of

varying

complexity t3l. From experiments performed we concluded

that feature extractors based on Kohonen

networks

combined with an extra output layer provided was the most

useful one. Final experiments where done

to

evaluate

whether such a feature extractor might be used as an aid for
automatically scoring peaks, and ultimately, as a substitute
for the visual scoring process human experts use.

METHODS

The inputs of the feature extractor are samples of the
AEP curve and its outputs are indications of latencies and
amplitudes of characteristic peaks in the signals. The signals
are sampled at a rate of 5 kHz, for an AEP of 90 ms this
results in a curve consisting of 450 samples. Although all
details of the curve should be available, it is often not
necessary to let ANNs process the complete curve. For
example it is known that a brainstem peak is always present

within the first

l0

ms after stimulus presentation,

it

thus

makes sense to let the feature extractor process the first 10
ms of the AEP only instead of all 90 ms.
The main part of the feature extractors is constituted by

a Kohonen neural network. This network consists of

one

layer of input nodes and one layer of output nodes, there are
no hidden layers. During the training process input vectors
(AEP patterns) are presented to the input nodes. The
network is trained to create a mapping of presented AEP
waveforms to a (2-dimensional) array of network weights
that can be viewed upon as prototypes of AEP waveforms.
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Once the ANN in this feature extractor is trained, the
Kohonen network can be employed to select a prototype
that matches the presented AEP waveforms best. Based on
this selection, the latency of the characteristic peak is
determined by a subsequent neural network layer
specialized in generating a peak latency corresponding to
the AEP prototypes stored in the Kohonen network. A more

in-depth description

of the this feature extractor can be

found in [3].
Data were recorded from 12 patients undergoing cardiac
surgery at the "Catharina" hospital, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands. Total intravenous anesthesia was induced
using propofol and alfentanil. Auditory evoked potentials
were measured before the patient was premedicated
(baseline recording) and during the operation before,
during, and after cardiopulmonary bypass. From this study,
336 AEPs were recorded. In the averaged AEPs, the latency
of brainstem peak V and of middle latency peaks Na, Pa
and Nb, were assessed by visual inspection. If brainstem
peak V could not be detected, the entire evoked potential
would not be used in further analysis. All AEPs were scored
two times (by different experienced persons). The different
sets of scorings will be refered to as sets A and B.

The complete set of AEP curves was divided into two
sets by random selection. One set, containing 236 AEPs
recorded from 9 randomly chosen subjects, was used to
come to an initial assessment of the performance using kfold cross validation. The other set, containing 100 AEP

curves recorded from the other 3 subjects, was kept
separate; it was to be used as test set for a 'final' assessment
of the feature extractor's performance
RESULTS

Motivated by results from experiments performed earlier,
feature extractors with Kohonen networks ranging in size
from 7 x 7 to 9 x 9 nodes were used. Firstly, experiments
were performed using the cross-validation sets. From these

experiments

it

emerged that feature extractors

with

a

Kohonen network size of 7 x 7 nodes give the best results.
To get a final impression of the performance of these feature
extractors tests were performed with the separate test set. The
results of these tests are presented in Table 1.
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v
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RMS error
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l:

Indication of the relation between the output of a
feature extractor based on a J x 7 Kohonen network (FD
and the scorings produced by two human scorers (A and B).
Column 2 reflects the inter-expert differences, column 4 the
differences between the feature extractor and the different
Table

experts.
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To be able to use the feature extractor as an alternative
scoring, the differences between the feature

for visual

extractor's and the experts' opinions should be comparable
to the inter-expert differences in opinion that exist. It should
be tested that the means of both the absolute value of the
observations B-FE (pra-rd and A-FE (Fre_ra) are smaller
than or equal to the mean of the absolute value of the
observations A-B ([rre-d. This can be done by testing, for B-

FE and A-B the hypothesis Ho: pra_rrr= lt^_nt against

Hi lrts_ra) ltre-ar

(test a) and for A-FE and A-B

the

hypothesis Ho: Irrq_rn= ltt,_ar against Hl Fu_rtr) [\e_nt
(test b). lf H0 is accepted in both cases the trained feature
extractor is considered to perform good enough on the
determination of the location of that specific peak. The
results of corresponding Wilcoxon's rank sum tests are
presented in Table 2.

peak
V
Na
Pa

Nb

2:

p (test

a)

0.50
0.38
0.00
0.00

p (test b)
0.36
0.25
0.01

0.00

-sided significance probability for means of
absolute errors and absolute inter-expert differences for

Table

I

scorings of AEP peaks.

CONCLUSIONS
From the test results in Table 2 tt can be concluded that
for peaks V and Na the hypothesis of the error sets and interexpert differences do not differ significantly cannot be
rejected, whereas for peaks Pa and Nb this hypothesis can be
rejected (using 0.05 as level of significance to separate
significant from non-significant results). For peaks Pa and Nb
thus still some improvement is necessary if such a feature
extractor is to be used in a stand-alone system. The main
problems occurred with AEP peaks that have very small
amplitudes (such as in the AEP in the lower righrhand part of
Figure 1) and AEPs that differ dramatically from the ones
used during training. Although it is not yet suited to be used
safely in a separate monitoring system, this feature extractor
can be employed to reduce the time needed to score peaks
considerably, even for AEPs whose morphology diff'ers
considerably from 'standard' AEPs or AEPs with a poor
signal-to-noise ratio.
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